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NEURAL NETWORK FOR PROCESSING BOTH 
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DATA WITH TIME 
BASED BACK-PROPAGATION 
5 
ORIGIN O F  THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made by employ- 
ees of the United States Government and ma be manu- 
factured and used by or for the Government of the 
United States of America for governmental purposes lo 
without payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 
BACKGROUND O F  THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to a neural network for 
processing both spacial and temporal data (hereinafter 
“space-time neural network”) and to an artificial neu- 
ron, or so-called “processing element”, for use in such a 
space-time neural network. 
More particularly, the invention relates to a space- 
time neural network, and a processing element therefor, 20 
which receives a temporal sequence of inputs X(n), 
X(n- l), X(n-2) . . . , where each input X(n) is com- 
prised of N components xl(n), xz(n), . . . xkn), . . . x&), 
and which maps such input representations into a single, 
plural-component output representation. The network 25 
may be a single layer network or it may comprise multi- 
ple layers of processing elements. 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
the minds of mankind. The wise Greek philosophers, 
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, pondered deeply about 
the influence of time had on human knowledge. The 
English poet, Ben Johnson, wrote “0 for an engine to 
keep back all clocks”, giving voice to our ageless la- 35 
ment over the brevity of human life. The great scientist 
Einstein, who developed the theory of relativity, be- 
lieved that space and time cannot be considered sepa- 
rately, but that they depend upon one another. 
ably capture space-time knowledge. Human cognitive 
thought processes involve the use of both space and 
time. A childhood event is remembered by an occur- 
rence (or space) and its associated place in time. We 
speak of an event which occurred a specific time ago. 45 
Linguistic meanings are expressed in a manner in which 
proper temporal order plays a crucial role in the con- 
veyance of a concept. Take, for example, the phrases 
“house cat” and “cat house”. Speech production, too, is 
very order dependent-subtleties in intonations may 50 
change the whole meaning of a concept. The more 
advanced engineering systems have characteristics 
which vary over time. For instance, complex machines 
such as the Space Shuttle Main Engine abound with 
sensors, each having characteristics which vary over 55 
the life of the machine’s operation. A system which is 
capable of automatically associating spatial information 
with its appropriate position in time becomes increas- 
ingly significant in our age of automation. 
to incorporate time or sequence discovery and adapta- 
tion into the neuron modelling framework. It is clearly 
evident that information exchange at the neuronal level 
occurs through a rich interchange of complex signals. 
Extensive research has been done on the olfactory bulb 65 
at anatomical, physiological, and behavioral levels. See 
W. J. Freeman, “Why Neural Networks Don’t Yet Fly: 
Inquiry into the Neurodynamics of Biological Intelli- 
Throughout history, the meaning of time has plagued 30 
There is an urgent need for systems which will reli- 40 
Also, microscopic level investigations reveal a need 60 
2 
gence” IEEE International Conference on Neural Net- 
works, San Diego, Calif., 1988, and B. Baird, Nonlinear 
Dynamics of Pattern Formation and Pattern Recognition 
in the Rabbit Ovactory Bulb, Elsevier Science Publish- 
ers B. V., North-Holland Physics Publishing Division, 
0167-2789, 1986. These research findings have shown 
that information in biological networks takes the form 
of space-time neural activity patterns. The dynamic 
space-time patterns encode past experience, attempt to 
predict future actions, and are unique to each biological 
network. 
The Neuron 
As seen in FIG. 1, the “classical” biological neuron 
has several dendrites which receive information from 
other neurons. The soma or cell body performs a wide 
range of functions; it processes information from the 
dendrites in a manner which is not entirely understood 
and also maintains the cell’s health. The information 
processed by the neuron is distributed by its axon to 
other interconnected neurons by the propagation of a 
spike or action potential. Along each dendrite are thou- 
sands of protrusions where neurons exchange informa- 
tion through a region known as the “synapse”. The 
synaptic cleft releases chemicals called “neurotransmit- 
ters”. Even at this microscopic level, the relevance for 
time-adaptive neural networks becomes clearly evident. 
Synaptic clefts take on various modifying roles such as 
neurotransmitter modulators, generators, and filters 
which cloud the neuron’s inner workings and render 
these ever-changing dynamical properties especially 
difficult to study. 
Connectionist architectures have impressively dem- 
onstrated several models of capturing temporal and 
spatial knowledge. To accomplish this, the most popu- 
lar solution has been to distribute a temporal sequence 
by forcing it into a spatial representation. This method 
has worked well in some instances. See, e.g., J. A. Vil- 
larreal and P. Baffes, “Sunspot Prediction Using Neural 
Networks”, SOAR ’89-Third Annual Workshop on 
Automation and Robotics, 1987. But there are insur- 
mountable problems with this approach and it has ulti- 
mately proven inadequate as a general technique. 
Review of Neural Networks 
A neural network is comprised of numerous, indepen- 
dent, highly interconnected artificial neurons, hereinaf- 
ter called “processing elements”, which simulate the 
functions of biological neurons. For so-called “back- 
propagation networks”, each element can be character- 
ized as having some input connections from other pro- 
cessing elements and some output connections to other 
elements. The basic operation of a processing element is 
to compute its activation value based upon its inputs and 
to send that value to its output. FIG. 2 is a schematic 
diagram of such a processing element. Note that this 
element has j input connections coming from j input 
processing elements. Each connection has an associated 
value called a “weight”. The output of this processing 
element is a non-linear transform of its summed, con- 
tinuous-valued inputs by the so-called “sigmoid trans- 
formation”, as discussed in D. E. Rumelhart et al. 
“Learning Internal Representations by Error Propaga- 
tion”, in D. E. Rumelhart & J. L. McClelland (Eds.), 
Parallel Distributed Processing: Explorations in the Micro- 
structure ofcognition (Vol. 1) @p. 318-362) MIT Press, 
1986, Cambridge, Mass. 
3 
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When groups of such processing elements are ar- 
ranged in sequential layers, each layer interconnected 
with the subsequent layer, the result is a wave of activa- 
tions propagated from the input processing elements, 
which have no incoming connections, to the output 
61“) = z tj(”+’)n$’)p(@)) 
i ’  
where P(E) is the first derivative of P(E). 
processing elements. The layers of elements between 
the inputs and outputs take on intermedjate values Other Spatiotemporal Neural Network Architectures 
which perform a mapping from the input representation A number of significant advances in capturing spatial- 
to the output representation. It is from these intcrmedi- temporal knowledge with neural network systems have 
ate or “hidden” elements that the back-propagation lo been made to date. See, e.g., M. I. Jordan “Serial Order: 
network draws its generalization capability. By forming A Parallel Distributed I’r-ing Approach”, Re- 
transformations through such intermediate layers, a P O f i  8604, Institute for Cognitive Science, University of 
backpropagation network can arbitrarily categorize the California, sari Diego, calif., 1986, and J. Le E h m  
features of its inputs. “Finding Structure in Time”, CRL Technical Report 
Is 8801, Center for Research in Language, University of 
California, San Diego, Calif., 1988. Jordan approaches 
this problem by partitioning the input layer in a connec- 
tionist network into separate plan and state layers. In 
2o essence, Jordan’s architecture acts as a back-propaga- 
tion network, except for the specialized processing ele- 
ments in the state layer, which receive their inputs from 
the output units, as well as from recurrent connections 
The heart of the back-propagation algorithm lies in which allow the state layer elements to “remember” the 
how the values of its interconnections, or weights, are 25 network’s most recent state. In 0 t h  words, the state 
updated. Initially, the weights in the network are set to units behave as “pseudo inputs” to the network provid- 
mme small random number to represent no association ing a past-state history. Here, a recurrent connection is 
between processing elements. Upon being given a set of one in which it is possible to follow a path from a pro- 
patterns representing pairs ofinput/output associations, cessing element back onto itself as shown in FIG* 3. 
next state to be not only dependent on external inputs, During training, the weights are adjusted according to 
but also upon the state of the network at its most previ- a learning algorithm, such as that described by Rumel- ous time step. In general, however, this network is 
trained to reproduce a predetermined set of sequence hart et al. The training phase is modelled after a behav- ioristic approach which operates through reinforce- 35 patterns from a static input pattern. 
ment by negative feedback. That is, the network is As an example, this network architecture has been 
(’) 
(2) 
EI = ~ W P J  
1 PI = 4 E i )  = - 
1 + e-El 
The Weights Of A Back-propagation Network 
the network enters what is called a “training phase”. 30 Recurrent networks of this type allow the 
given an input from Some input/output pattern for 
which it generates an Output by propagation‘ Any dis- used by J. A. Villara], one of the named inventors herein, in developing a speech synthesizer. The inputs 
crepancies found when comparing the network‘s output to the speech synthesis network represented a t,+ 
to the desired output constitute mistakes which are then 4o phoneme combinatjon and the output was partitioned to 
used to alter the network characteristics. According to represent the various vocal tract necessary 
the Rumelhart et al. technique, every weight in the to produce speech. Thus, the output layer in the speech 
network iS adjusted to minimize the total mean square synthesis neural network consisted ofthe co&jcients to 
errors between the response of the network, Ppi, and the a time-varying digital filter, a gain element, and a pitch 
desired outputs, tpl, to a given input pattern. First, the 45 element which excited the filter, and a set of down- 
error signal, 6,, is determined for the output layer, N: counting elements where each count represented a 100 
millisecond speech segment. To train a single tri-phone 
set, the network was first reset by forcing the activation 
value of the processing elements in the state layer to 
zero. A tri-phone pattern was then presented to the 
network’s input and heid there during the ]-ing pro- 
cess while the outputs changed to produce the appropri- 
ate output characteristics for that particular tri-phone 
(4) combination. The outputs would represent the transi- 
55 tion from one phoneme to another while a smooth tran- 
where Awj,<”) is the error gradient of the weight from sition in pitch, gain, and vocal tract characteristics 
the j-th processing element in layer n to the i-th unit in would take place. ne process wBs then repeated for 
the subsequent layer (n+ 1). The parameter a performs other tri-phone combinations. 
a damping effect through the multi-dimensional error Jordan’s 
space by relying on the most recent weight adjustment 60 approach by constructing a separate layer, called the 
to determine the present adjustment. The overall effect “context layer”, which is equal in size to the number of 
of this weight adjustment is to Perform a gradient de- unjts in the hidden layer. In this network the context 
scent in the error space; however, note that true gradi- units receive their inputs along a one-to-one connection 
ent descent implies infinitesimally small increments. from the hidden units, instead of from the output units 
Since such increments would be impractical, is used to 65 as described by Jordan. The network works as follows: 
accelerate the learning process. In general, then, the Suppose there is a sequential pattern to be processed. 
errors are recursively back propagated through the Initially, the activation values in the context units are 
higher layers according to: reset to a value midway between the upper and lower 
6 p L  ( f I - p p ) P ( € p )  (3) 
The indices p and i represent the pattern number and 
the index to a node respectively. The weights are ad- 
justed according to: 
A w f l +  I L a ~ w f l )  + &n+ I)pp)  
shown in FIG. 4, ~i~~~ has 
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bounds of a processing element’s activation value, indi- and temporal data, the network being adapted to re- 
cating ambiguous or “don’t care” states. A pattern is ceive a sequence of inputs X(n), X(n-l), X(n-2). . . , 
presented to the network‘s input, forward propagating each input X(n) being comprised of N components 
the pattern toward the output. At this point, the hidden xl(n), xz(n), . . . xjin), . . . xdn). The network comprises 
layer activation levels are transferred One-fOr-One to 5 the combination of: 
elements in the context layer. If desired, error back- (a) a plurality L of first processing elements, each first 
propagation learning can now take place by adjusting processing element (i) comprising a plurality N of 
the weights between Output and hidden* hidden and adaptable filters (Flj, F2{, . . . Fjj, . . . FH~), each filter Fji 
input, and hidden and context layers. The recurrent having an input for a respective component 
xjin), x,(n - I), x,(n - 2), . . . , of the sequence of inputs, connections from the hidden to context layers are not 10 
allowed to change. At the next time step, the network’s where xjin) is the most current input component, and 
previous state is encoded by the activation levels in the providing a filter output yjin) in response to an input context units. Thus, the context layer provides the net- xjin) which is given by: work with a continuous memory. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION l5 ykn)=Aa,y,tn-m), bkykn-k)) ,  
where amj and bkj are coefficients of the filter Fji and A principal object of the present invention is to pro- vide a processing element for a space-time neural net- 
work which is capable of processing temporal as well as 
spacial data. 
A further principal object of the invention is to pro- 
ity of the aforementioned processing elements, which is 
capable of processing temporal as well as spacial data. 
become apparent from the discussion that follows, are 
achieved, according to the present invention, by replac- 
ing the synaptic weights between two processing ele- 
ments of the type shown in FIG. 2 with an adaptable- 
digital filter. Instead of a single synaptic weight (which In 
f denotes the action of the filter. 
Each first processing element (i) further comprises a 
2o first junction, coupled to each of the adaptive filters, 
vide a space-time neural network comprised of a plural- providing a Output Pdsdn)) in response to the 
‘Iter Outputs Ykn) which is given by: 
pXSO))=Ayi(n)). These objects, as well as other objects which will 25 
In this case each first junction presents a sequence of 
Output 
pXSdn)), pXS.0- I)), pXSXn-2)), . . . . 
-- 
with the standard back-propagation neural network 
represents the association between two individual pro- 
cessing elements), the invention provides a plurality of 
weights representing not only association, but also tem- 
The preferred embodiments of the present invention 
will now be described with reference to the accompa- 
be understood by cdnsidering that syn’apses undergo a biological neuron* 
refractory period-responding less readily to stirnula- FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an artificial neuron or 
tion after a response. “processing element” in a back-propagation network. 
More particularly, the present invention is realized by FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the connection 
providing a processing element (i) for use in a space- scheme for Jordan’s network architecture which learns 
time neural network for processing both spacial and to associate a static input with an output sequence. 
temporal data, the processing element being adapted to FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the connection 
receive a sequence of inputs X(n), X(n- I), X(n-2) . . 45 scheme for the Elman network wherein a history of the 
. , each input X(n) being comprised of K components network’s most previous state is stored by transferring 
xl(n), xz(n), . . . xkn),. . . xdn). xdn) .  The processing the activations in the hidden layer to a pseudo input, 
element comprises the combination of: context layer. Longer term memories are attainable by 
(a) a plurality K of adaptable filters (Fli, Fzi, . . . Fji, adding recurrent connections to the context units. 
. . . FK~)  each filter Fji having an input for receiving a 5o FIG. 50 and FIG. 56 are representational diagrams of 
respective component x&), Xkn- 1), Xkn-2), . . . of an S-plane and a Z-plane, respectively, illustrating the 
the sequence of inputs, where xdn) is the most current relationship between the continuous d o e  S-plane 
input Component, and providing a filter Output Ykn) in and the discrete domain Z-plane. 
response to the input xkn) which is given by: FIG. 6a is a block diagram of a digital network for a 
55  finite impulse response (FIR) filter. 
FIG. 6b is a block diagram of a digital network for an 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a space-time processing 
according to the present invention* * is a diagram Of a connected net- 
work utilizing space time processing elements accord- 
ing to the present invention. In this network, a set of 
input waveform sequences are mapped into an entirely 
different output waveform sequence. 
FIG. 9 is a graph of an error curve for the temporal 
XOR problem trained in a one input element, five hid- 
den element and one output element network with 5 
zeros and 0 poles between the input and hidden layers 
yj(n)=&,pj(n-m), bkpj(n--k)), 
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. where amj and bkj are coefficients of the filter Fji and 
f denotes the operation of the filter; and 
(b) a junction, coupled to each of the adaptive filters, 
providing a non-linear output p,{S,{n)) in response to the 60 
filter outputs ydn) which is given by: 
pXSXn)) =&,tn)). 
In this case the junction presents a sequence of output 65 
signals, PXSXn)), pXsXn-1)), pltsXn-2)), . . . . 
At the network level, the invention is realized by 
providing a neural network for processing both spacial 
7 
and 5 zeros and 0 poles between the hidden and output 
layers. 
FIG. 10 is a graph of an error curve for a two input 
element, eight hidden element and eight output element 
network with 5 zeros and 0 poles between the input and 
hidden layers and 5 zeros and 0 poles between the hid- 
den and output layers. 
FIG. 11 is a diagram showing the generation of a 
chaotic sequence by computer. 
FIG. 12 is a plot of a chaotic sequence generated by 
a process described hereinbelow. 
FIG. 13 is a diagram showing the space-time neural 
network’s performance on a chaotic problem after 900 
training passes. The ordinal numbers 525 through 625 
represent the network’s prediction. 
FIG. 14 is graph showing the testing performance 
(both maximum and RMS errors) as function of training 
passes. 
DESCRIPTION O F  THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 
Digital Filter Theory Review 
Before proceeding with a detailed description of the 
Space-Time Neural Network (“STNN”) system ac- 
cording to the present invention, it is important to intro- 
duce digital filter theory and some nomenclature. 
Linear difference equations are the basis for the the- 
ory of digital filters. The general difference equation 
can be expressed as: 
N M 
v(n) = kfO b w ( n  - k )  + I o,&n - m) m=l 
where the x and y sequences are the input and output of 
the filter and am’s and bk’s are the coefficients of the 
filter. Sometimes referred to as an s-transform, the well 
known continuous domain Laplace transform is an ex- 
tremely powerful tool in control system design because 
of its capability to model any combination of direct 
current @C) or static levels, exponential, or sinusoidal 
signals and to express those functions algebraically. The 
s-plane is divided into a damping component (cr) and a 
harmonic component 60) and can mathematically be 
expressed as 
s=e-(C+JJO) (7) 
This formulation has a number of interesting character- 
istics as follows: 
(1) The general Laplace transfer function can be 
thought of as a rubber sheet on the s-plane. A desir- 
able transfer function is molded by strategetically 
placing a transfer function’s roots of the numerator 
and the denominator in their appropriate positions. 
In this case, polynomial roots of the numerator are 
referred to as zeros and “pin” the rubber sheet to 
the s-plane’s ground. On the other hand, polyno- 
mial roots of the denominator are referred to as 
poles and their locations push the rubber sheet 
upwards-much like the poles which hold up the 
tarpaulin in a circus tent. Therefore, zeros null out 
certain undesirable frequencies and poles can either 
generate harmonic frequencies (if close enough to 
the jo axis) or allow certain frequencies to pass 
through the filter. 
(2) Setting the damping coefficient, cr, to zero is ef- 
fectively similar to taking a cross sectional cut 
5,253,329 
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along the jo axis. This is the well known Fourier 
transform. 
(3) A pole on the jo axis, signifying no damping, 
produce a pure sinusoidal signal. However, a pole 
which travels onto the left half plane of the s-plane 
exponentially increases, eventually sending the 
system into an unstable state. 
The discretized form of the Laplace transform has 
been developed further and is referred to as the z-trans- 
10 form. The notation z-1 is used to denote a delay equal 
to one sampling period. In the s-domain, a delay of T 
seconds corresponds to e-ST. Therefore, the two vari- 
ables s and z are related by: 
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,-1 , p T  (8) 
where T is the sampling period. The mapping between 
the variables can be further illustrated by refemng to 
FIG. 5. First notice that the left half plane of the s-plane 
maps to the area inside a unit circle on the z-plane. In 
abiding with the Nyquist criterion, sampling at least 
twice the signal bandwidth, fd note that as one traverses 
from -fJ2 to +fJ2 on the s-plane, it is equivalent to 
going from R radians toward 0 radians and back to R 
radians in a counterclockwise direction on the z-plane. 
Furthermore, note that lines in the s-plane map to spi- 
rals in the z-plane. 
By evaluating the z-transform on both sides of the 
linear difference equation, it can be shown that 
(9) 
Digital filters are classified into recursive and non- 
recursive types. Filters of the nonrecursive type have 
no feedback or recurrent paths and as such all the am 
terms are zero. Furthermore, digital filters are also clas- 
sified in terms of their impulse responses. Because non- 
recursive filters produce a finite number of responses 
from a single impulse, such filters are referred to as 
“Finite Impulse Response” (“FIR”) filters. On the other 
hand, the recursive filters produce an infinite number of 
responses from an impulse and are therefore referred to 
as “Infinite Impulse Response” (“IIR”) filters. For ex- 
ample, if a unit impulse is clocked through the filter 
shown in FIG. qu), the sequence 
bo, bi,bZ,.  . . b H . O , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 . .  . .O, 0,O 
will be the output. Notice that the filter produces only 
the coefficients to the filter followed by zeroes. How- 
ever, if a unit impulse is presented to the filter shown in 
FIG. q b ) ,  because of the recursive structure, the re- 
sponse is infinite in duration. 
FIR and IIR filters each possess unique characteris- 
tics which make one more desirable than the other de- 
pending upon the application. The most notable of these 
characteristics include: 
(1) FIR filters, because of their finite duration are not 
realizable in the analog domain. IIR filters, on the 
other hand, have directly corresponding compo- 
nents in the analog world such as resistors, capaci- 
tors, and inductive circuits. 
(2) IIR filters cannot be designed to have exact linear 
phase, whereas FIR filters have this property. 
9 
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(3) Because of their recursive elements, IIR filters are 
an order of magnitude more efficient in realizing 
sharp cutoff filters than FIR filters. 
(4) Because of their nonrecursiveness, FIR filters are 
guaranteed to be stable. This property makes FIR 5 
filters much easier to design than IIR filters. 
These different properties between FIR and IIR fil- 
efficient governing past histories to influence the pres- 
ent set of responses. 
The procedure for adjusting the weighing structure 
for the space time network is as follows: 
First compute the errors at the output layer for each 
processing element, i, using the formula: 
ters must be carefully weighed in selecting the appropri- Si= (DXk)-AXk))P(EXk)) (13) 
ate filter for a particular application. 
DESCRIPT1oN OF THE SPACE-T1ME 10 where: DXk) is the kth desired response from a given se- 
A&) is the network’s output response at neuron i for 
quence for neuron i at the output layer 
the kth input sequence pattern 
P(E10)(1- P(E&)) 
NETWORK 
Having introduced digital filter theory, it is now 
possible to proceed with the detailed description of the 
SPace-Time Neural Network (STNN) system accord- l5 P’(E,(k)) is the first derivative ofthe sigmoid function 
ing to the present invention. What follows is a detailed for the ith output’s activation value or 
procedure for constructing and training the STNN. As 
mentioned earlier, in the STNN system the weights in of 
with adaptable digital filters. The procedure involves 20 processing elements, a reversal procedure is imple- 
input and output vectors. A network must consist of at values were clocked into the filter elements, back- least two layers of adaptable digital filters buffered by propagation instead involves the injection of errors into summing junctions which accumulate the contributions 
from the subsequent layer. 
Next to compute the for the 
the standard back-propagation are each filter element between the hidden and output layer 
the presentation Of a tempora1 Ordered set Of pairs Of mented. Whereas in the forward propagation, input 
25 the filter elements according to the formula: 
A pictorial representation of the space-time process- 
ing element is illustrated in FIG. 7. In this case, a value, Abijk(n+ l)=a[qA@JU/An)+(l -q)6&jil 
say xkn), is clocked in to its associated filter, say FjI{n), 
producing a response ykn) according to the filter repre- 
sentation 
where: 
3o Abykn+l) is the update for a zero coefficient, bk, 
a is the learning rate 
Abijk(n) is the most recent update for the kth zero 
lying between processing elements i and j 
(lo) M N 
m= 1 k=O ykn) = L a,yrl(n - rn) + I bkp$fl - k) element between processing elements i and j 
35 7 damps most recent updates 
6i is described by (13) 
Xjicontain a history of the output of the jth neuron in 
All remaining inputs are also clocked in and accumu- 
lated by the summing junction i: 
the hidden layer 
(11) The recursive components in each filter element are 
40 treated the same way and are updated according to the 
S i n )  = alfjYJtn) 
formula: 
The contributions from the signals fanning in to the 
summing junction are then non-linearly transformed by Aaijk(n+ I ) = ~ [ q A ~ ~ / A n ) + ( l - q ) 6 i ~ ~ k ]  (15) 
the sigmoid transfer function 
45 where: 
(12) Aaijk(n+l) is the update for a pole coefficient, ak, 
a is the learning rate 
Aaijk(n) is fie most recent update for the kth zero 
7) damps most recent updates 
6i is descfil,& by (13) 
yijk contain a history of the for the 
non-recursive filter elements between neurons i 
and j, k the steps ago 
For implementation purposes, the present algorithm 
between the hidden 
pXSXn)) = ’ 
1 + lying between processing elements i and j 
This output is then made available to all filter ele- 
ments connected downstream. 
AS explained earlier, the space-time neural network is 
comprised of at least two layers of filter elements fully 
interconnected and buffered by sigmoid transfer nodes 
at the intermediate and output layers. A sigmoid trans- 
fer function is not used at the input. Forward propaga- 55 
tion involves presenting a separate sequence-dependent 
out the intermediate layers as was described earlier until 
reaching the output processing elements. In adjusting 
the weighing structure to minimize the error for static 60 
networks, such as the standard back-propagation, the 
50 element between processing elements i and j 
vector to each input, propagating those through- only considers the accumulation of errors which span 
the length of the number of 
and output processing elements. Thus: 
(16) solution is straightforward. However, adjusting the 6ik = ? P@ik)6jbijk 
weighing structure in a recurrent network is more com- J 
plex because not only must present contributions be 
accounted for but contributions from past history must 65 where: 
also be considered. Therefore, the problem is that of 
specifying the appropriate error signal at each time and 
thereby the appropriate weight adjustment of each co- 
i is the index of the hidden neuron 
j ranges over the neuron idices for the output layer 
Sjis described by (13) 
5,253,329 
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-continued P(Eik) is the first derivative of the sigmoid function 
for the kth history of activation levels for the ith 
neuron in the hidden layer 
Sfiyksumstheresultsofinjecting thepreviouslycom- 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  puted errors found in equation (13) through the 5 
I 1  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
tweentheithneuroninthehiddenlayerandthejth I o I I 0 0 0 o o 0 
1 1  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Input output 
8 
FIR portion of the filter element, byk, found be- 
neuron in the output layer. 0 1  1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0  
10 Simulations 
The space-time neural network according to the pres- 
ent invention was constructed and tested to perform a 
number of simulations. Source code for a computer 
program written in “C” language for simulation of the 
STNN is included in the Appendix below. 
The first simulation test was a variation of the classic 
XOR problem. The XOR is of interest because it cannot 
be computed by a simple two-layer network. Ordinar- 
ily, the XOR problem is presented as a two bit input 
combination of (00, 01, 10, 11) producing the output (0, 20 
This problem was converted into the temporal do- 
main in the following way. The first bit in a sequence 
was XORd with the second bit to produce the second 
bit in an output sequence; the second bit was XOR’d 25 
with the third bit to produce the third bit in an output 
sequence, and so on, giving the following: 
15 
1 1, 0). 
Input 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 . . .  
Output 0 1 1 1 1 I O  0 0 I O  . . .  
In the simulation, the training data consisted of 100 
randomly generated inputs and the outputs were con- 
structed in the manner described above. A network was 
implemented which had 1 input element, 5 hidden ele- 
ments and 1 output element and had 5 zero coefficients 
and 0 pole coefficients between the input and hidden 
layers and 5 zero coefficients and 0 pole coefficients 
between the hidden and output layers. The task of the 
network was to determine the appropriate output based 
on the input stream. The error curve for the network 
showing the RMS error in dependence upon the num- 
ber of training passes is shown in FIG. 9. 
For a second simulation, a network was implemented 
with 2 input elements, 8 hidden elements and 8 output 
elements having 5 zeros and 0 poles between input and 
hidden, and 5 zeros and 0 poles between hidden and 
output layers. A problem, called the Time Dependent 
Associative Memory Test, was constructed which 
would test the network’s ability to remember the num- 
ber of events since the last trigger pattern was pres- 
ented. The data consisted of lo00 input/output pairs 
where the input bits were randomly constructed and the 
output appropriately constructed. As an example, con- 
sider the first 7 sets of data in the following list. Note 
that a “1” bit sequentially gets added to the output for 
the input patterns 0 0, 1 0, 1 0, 0 0, 1 0, and 0 1 until the 
1 1 pattern is presented which resets the output back to 
the 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 state. 
Input output 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0 1 1 - 1 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0  
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  
The error curve for this Time Dependent Associative 
Memory Test is shown in FIG. 10. As will be Seen from 
FIGS. 9 and 10, the RMS error converged rapidly 
toward zero. 
The final simulation illustrates that the space-time 
neural network according to the present invention is 
able to learn the dynamics and model the behavior of a 
chaotic system. The graph shown in FIG. 11 is a plot of 
a sine function extending from 0 to 7r with amplitude A. 
A “chaotic sequence” can be generated by randomly 
selecting a value between 0 and A, say xo, determining 
the value of wsine(xo) to produce xi, and repeating this 
iterative process into a general form represented by 
X,,+l=n.sine (x,,). FIG. 12 shows a collection of x’s 
generated by this process. 
The goal of the STNN system in this simulation was 
to predict a future point, given a history of past points. 
To keep within the linear bounds of the sigmoid, the 
sequences collected above were normalized such that 
30 thd range from 0 to x mapped into the range from 0.2 to 
0.8. An STNN system was constructed with 1 input 
element, 6 hidden elements and 1 output element, with 
10 zeros and 0 poles between the input and hidden lay- 
ers, and 10 zeros and 0 poles between hidden and output 
35 layers. The system was trained with 525 data points. 
Training was periodically suspended to test the system 
by stimulating it with the sequence of the last 50 samples 
of the training set-the ordinal values 415 to 525. At this 
point, the system was prepared to make its first predic- 
40 tion. The predicted value could have been fed back into 
the input to generate a new predicted value. Instead, the 
system was fed with actual values generated by the 
chaos algorithm-that is, ordinal numbers 526 through 
625. FIG. 13 illustrates the system’s performance at 
45 various stages during the training process. FIG. 14 
shows the average error of the network’s performance 
during the training process. 
~ 
50 Output 0.31 0.51 0.80 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.37 . . . 
Input 0.51 0.80 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.37 0.67 0.59 . . . 
Conclusion 
The space time neural network (STNN) is a general- 
ization of the backerror propagation network to the 
time domain. By adopting concepts from digital filter- 
ing theory, the network is afforded a distributed tem- 
poral memory which permits modeling complex dy- 
60 namic systems and recognition of temporal sequences as 
shown in the simulations. The STNN architecture dif- 
fers from previous work of Jordan and Elman in that 
the network’s memory is distributed over the connec- 
tions rather than being implemented as a special layer of 
65 nodes. This distinction allows the STNN to possess an 
adaptive temporal memory without introducing addi- 
tional nonlinearities into the learning law; Le., the action 
which occurs on connections between nodes is still 
55 
13 
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14 
linear, while the nonlinear actions occur within the 
nodes. 
subject invention will, however, become apparent to 
those skilled in the art after considering this specifica- 
tion and the accompanying drawings which disclose the 
There has thus been shown and described a novel preferred embodiments thereof. All such changes, mod- 
space-time neural network for processing both spacial 5 ifications, variations and other uses and applications 
and temporal data which fulfills all the objects and which do not depart from the spirit and scope of the 
advantages sought therefor. Many changes, modifica- invention are deemed to be covered by the invention, 
tions, variations and other uses and applications of the which is to be limited only by the claims which follow. 
Patent Application 
/* rllr: scnn-cm.h- portability and C-n d o c l a r r t l o n r  for t h o  Spcr * /  
/* Tlmr N ~ U K J ~  Norwort Cod.. */ 
I *  by L. 0.  Shr l ron  and J .  A. V l f l J r r r J l  * /  
/* A product  O f  t h o  SOftWJrO T.chn010gy Dranch of NASA/JSC */ 
I*  Any d u p l l c r t l o n  or d l s t r l b u t l o n  of t h l r  coda without t h o  uprrss consant  * I  
I* of NASA l a  J v i o l a t l o n  of Fodr ra l  L a w .  */ 
I l n c l u d r  c r td lo .h>  
I l n c l u d r  crcr lng.h> 
flncluer cluth.h> 
I d r f l n r  TBC 0 
r d r f l n r  trur ' \ O l '  
I d r f l n r  f J l I .  ' \O '  
I d r f l n r  Ltabl l l ty-Threshold 1000.0 
f d e f l n r  nuchine-zero 0.00001 
( d r f l n r  mln (a ,b )  ( ( ( J ) C ( b ) l ?  (I): ( b ) l  
r d r f l n o  r p u r r e ( x )  ( ( x ) * ( x ) )  
(do f ine  s igmold(x)  (l.O/(l.O+rxp(-(xI 1 )  1 
t d r f l n e  d-slgmold(y1 l ~ y l * ~ l . O - ~ y ~ l l  
l i t  TBC 
f lne ludo  u l l o c . h >  
f d e f l n r  r-b 15  
I d r f l n r  GIGANTIC huge 
Ielsr 
I l n c l u d o  Uarlloc.h> 
I d e f l n r  r-b 1 5  
I d r f l n r  GIGANTIC 
I d r f l n r  g r t c h 0  ( g o t s l s c r l )  [ O l l  
( d r f l n e  f r a n d  (x,yl ( ( X I  * (  ( y ) -  (XI  ( ( r a n d 0  C ( l l lccr-bl  -11 I /\ 
typedof  char rtrlnv [256l; 
Iond l f  
( f l O J E l  (11CCr-b)  1 )  
FILE *HldTlle; 
l n t  nO - 1, n l  - 6, n2 - 1, ntO - 5,  
npO - 0 ,  NuSanp les ,  NumTrrtSlmplrs, N W o t r ,  NUmTratSrts, npl  - 0, n t l  - 5; 
long t o t a l - c y c l e r  - 0; 
f l o a t  r lph.  - 0.2 ,  d e ? t J  - 0.9, opsl lon:  
f l O J t  ' * l V O ,  ***OVO, '* . lCO,  ***OCO, **'dlCO ,***dOCO, ***IblCO, *. ' .OCO, 
'*'lhO, ****OhO, 
* * l v l ,  ***ovl ,  g**lc l ,  ***eel, ***dlc l ,  *.*doel, * * * m l C l ,  **.MC1, 
*nvO, *nv1, 
.OutT::or, *HldError, **WavrIn, **W~voOuf, **T.ItWJV.In, **Trs~WavoOUt; 
s t r : ig  ser l ,  str2; 
... 
- rinciudo cstd1o.W 
#include 4 s t r i n g 1 . b  
typodr f  char s t r lno (ZS4 l ;  
ut rm s t r l n g  strl ,  str2; 
o x t r r n  l n t  no, n l ,  nZ, -- 
n t0 ,  npO, n r l ,  npl ;  
r x t r r n  f l o a t  ***lcO, *-ocO, 
**.lcl, **-0c1; 
I *  gat c o r f f l c l o n t r  from f l l o  name s * /  
vo ld  got-coofflclrnts ( I )  
. i n t  I. 1: 
rILE *r; 
Char *I; 
( 
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u h l l a  ( ( f - f o p a n ( r ,  . rb=)I  - NULL1 
I 
/ *  IJVO c o a f f l c l a n t r  i n  f l l a  NU 8 * /  
vold r r v a - c o a f f l c l a n t r  (a) 
char *s; 
( 
l n t  1, j, r a t ;  
f I L E  'f, *f l ;  
/ *  If ( fopan (a, -r-l !- NULL1 
p r i n t f  (9 f i l a  1s a x l r t r \ n  nau n a m  o r  earrlrga r a t u r n  t o  o v a n r l t a >  -, a i ;  
I 
i f  ( r t r l a n ( p a t r ( r t r 2 ) ) l  
rc rcpy  (1, rcr21;  
fc lora  ( I ) ;  
1 and if  * /  
f - fopan (a, 'Vb-1; 
for (1 - 0: 1 < n l ;  1-1 
for (1  - 0; j < no: j * * I  
I 
i f  (nrO > 01 
f w r l t a  ( ( c h r r * ) k O [ j l I l l .  
l f  (npO > 0) 
fwrlto ( (chrr*locOlj I I I I ,  
I / *  and for  1 j * /  
( u ~ r 1 g n a d ) r i : a o f  ( f l o a t ) ,  nr0,  I); 
( u n i l g n a d I s l r a o f  (float), npO, CI; 
for  (1 - 0; 1 c nl ;  1**1 
f o r  (j - 0; j < nl;  j**l 
1 
l f  ( n r l  > 0) 
If (npl > 0) 
f u r l t a  ((char*)ocl[jl[ll, 
I / *  and f o r  1 j */ 
f U r l t .  ( ( C h J r ' ) l C l [ j l  [I], 
( u n r f g n ~ d ) r i t o o f  ( f l o a t ) ,  n r l ,  f ) ;  
( u n r i g n a d l a l t W f  (float), npl, L l ;  
f c lora  ( f l ;  
1 / *  and s r v a - c o * f f l c l a n t r  .I 
# l n c l u d a  .rtnn-cm. h' 
/* ganara l  r l l o u t l o n  r o u t l n a  */  
i f  In > 0) 
1 
r - (char*) ulloc In);  
I f  ( r  -0 NULL) 
I 
p r l n t f  I. mma-alloe: Ya arm ou t  of maarory!\n'); 
a x l t  (0); 
1 / *  and i f  * /  
r a t u r n  r; 
1 / *  and l f  * /  
a h a  
16 
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return NULL: 
I /* end B~IB-JIIOC */ 
/ *  DiC1Jr.S a three dlnenrlonrl array of rlte L x n x N. Raturnr the 
address t o  the three dinenrional array */ 
float*** DeclarrtriplUrray (L, n, N) 
lnt L, I!, W; 
I 
lnt 1, j: 
~ I O J C  ***triple: 
for (1 - 0: 1 c L: it*) 
I 
Trlph (flOJt***)M4B-rllOC(L IiX~Of(flOJC'*l); 
triple[iI - ~float**lwm~alloc(n alteof~tloat*)); 
for (j - 0: 1 c n; jtt) 
Triph[i] [ / I  fflO~t'lMO-~llOC(Y SlteOf(f1OJtlJ: 
I / *  end I */ 
return (frlple) ; 
I /. end DeclarrtriplUrrry ./ 
I .  
/ e  
Declarer a two dlZOnSiOnJ1 array of rltr L X I! . kturnr the 
address t o  the two disrnriorul array ./ 
princf (* enter rlrer of lnput hldden and Output layers <td #d (d> ',nO,nl,n2): 
rrernf I ~ e t r ( s t r l ) , ~ # d r e r d ~ , i n 0 . r n l , r n 2 1 :  
printf (*  enter n-ra of zeroa and poles frca input t o  hldden c W  *e>*, 
nrO.np0l: 
5,253,329 
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e x i t  (0); 
1 I .  end lf */  
If llNI!-nOlll(NOl-nZ)) 
I 
5,253,329 
prlnrf (* l/o Cll8 does not match network sp.clfluclon!\n.); 
O X l C  101; 
I I *  end IC * I  
WrveIn - DeclrrrDaubleArrry (no, INumSots Nuasrlnplrsl); 
~aV80ut DeclrrrDoublrArrry (n2, (NumSets NuaS.aplesl]; 
TesC~rveIn - DeclrreDoubleArray (no, INmTestSefs Nmt$scSamplesll; 
t8stwrveOut - DeclrreDoubleArray lnl, lNumt8sCSets Wumt~stSrnplesll; 
for 11 - 0; 1 < INuaTrsrSets NurpTeSCS&%pl.S); l**) 
I 
for (NI 0 0; NI < no; HI+*) 
I 
l f  (fscrnf (fl, - t f* ,  rull -- 01 
I 
princf (* Incomplete t e s t  Clle!\n'l; 
ex l t  101; 
) I* end l f  
terrWaveIn(N1I (11 - ul: 
I / *  end NI * I  
for (NO - 0; NO < nt: NO+*) 
I 
t i  (fscrnf [fl, . tP.  tul) -- 0) 
I 
prlnrf 1. incomplete r e s t  file!\nV; 
ex i t  101: 
1 / *  end If * /  
TestWrv40uCINOI (11 - ul; 
I I *  end NO ./ 
I 
for (1 - 0: 1 < (NumSamphs NmSetsl; l*+l 
I 
for IN1 - 0; NI < nC; NI**) 
I 
l f  (fscrnf(f, =If. ,  Lull -- 01 
I 
prlncf (- Incomplete 110 Llle!\nLl: 
ealc (01; 
I I *  end i f  ./ 
YaveIn[NII I l l  - ul; 
) / *  end NI ./ 
for (NO 0; NO < nl; NO**) 
If  lfscrnf(f, . t f . ,  Lull -- 01 
t 
prlntf 1. lnconplete l l o  f!le!\nL): 
ealt (01: 
1 / *  end i f  */  
H~~eOut(N01 (11 - ul: 
I / *  end NO .I 
.I / *  end for 1 ./ 
fclose If); 
I / *  end 9et-lo * /  
vola print-err il  
I 
lnt 1, *size: 
fl08t O f ;  
prlnrf (- hldden or output error <h/o> -1: 
I f  l ~ e ~ c h o  0- ' h ' l  
I 
sire - tnl; 
C - HldCrror; 
I /* end If ./ 
else 
1 
slzr - tnt: 
t - OUtError: 
) /* end else * /  
for (1 - 0; 1 < *site; l**) 
( 
prtnt f  (* U.tf', t [ l l l :  
i f  l ( 1 2 6 1  -- SI 
putchar V\n8) : 
) I *  end for 1 * I  
l f  I! ( 1 I 6 1 1  
putchar ['\ne) ; 
] / *  8nd print-err * /  
22 
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Void p r i n t - c o r r e c t i o n  (I 
( 
24 
l n t  c - 0, 1, j, k, *alze-l, *alze-j, *rlze-k: 
f l o a t  ***t: 
p r l n t f  (- p r e r r  r e t u r n  for help\n*J: 
p r l n r f  (* choice> -1: 
rwltch (a tot  ( g e t r  ( s f r l l  J J 
I 
atart: 
Calm (1): 
she-1 - tnO: 
alze-j - cnl: 
t - eico; 
break; 
8lXe-k - 6n.O; 
I / *  end 1 * /  
a r e  ( 2 ) :  
[ 
rlzr-1 - rnO: 
rlte-j - Lnl; 
t - doc0; 
break; 
rlX*-k - bnp0: 
I /. end 2 * /  
care (31: 
( 
rlse-1 - t n l :  
sire-j - 0 2 :  
rlzr-k rnzl;  
t - d l c l ;  
break: 
I / *  end 3 * /  
care ( 4 ) :  
( 
alxe-1 - tpl: 
. slxe-j bnl: 
air.-k rnpl :  
t - docl:  
break; 
1 / *  end 4 * /  
t 
d e f a u l t  : 
p r i n r f  (.cholar:\n'J; 
p r l n t f  (-1: d l r p l a y  Input  t o  hldden D _ I n p u t - C ~ f f l c l e n t \ n D ) :  
p r i n t f  ('2: d l r p l a y  i n p u t  t o  hldden D_Output-Coefflclent\nol; 
p r l n t f  (-3: d l r p l a y  hldden t o  o u t p u t  D_Input~Coeftlclent\n~J; 
p r l n t f  (.4: d l r p l a y  hldden t o  o u t p u t  D_Output-CorfflcLent\n*J: 
qoco atarc: 
I /. end d e f a u l t  ./ 
J / *  8nd swi tch  * /  
f o r  (1 - 0: 1 < *rlze-l;  l**) 
( 
p r l n t f  (* from node td \n* , l J :  
f o r  (j - 0; j < *rlre-j; j++l 
I 
p r l n c f  (. t o  node td\n., j): 
f o r  ( k  - 0; k < *alze-k; k++J 
[ 
p r l n t f  (* * 6 . 2 f 0 ,  t [ l l [ j l  [ k l l :  
If ((c+*C6) -- 5 )  
pUtChJt ( ' \n ' J ;  
1 / *  end f o r  k */ 
1 /. end fo r  1 * /  
J /*  end t o r  1 * /  
lf (! (cW1 I 
) / *  end p r i n t - c o r r e c t l o n  * I  
Void pr ln t -weights  (I 
( 
putchar  ( ' \n ' l ;  
l n t  c-0, 1, j, k, alze-1, alxa-j, alxe-kl, alze-kZ: 
f l o a t  '.*tl, "'tl: 
p r l n t f  (' hldden or o u t p u t  n l p h t a  <h/o> '1; 
if ( q e t c h ( J  -- 'h ' J  
I 
alxe-1 - no: 
rise-j - nl:  
alze-kl - nrO; 
rite-kl - npO; 
t l  - lea; 
t 2  - oco: 
I / *  end if ./ 
e lre  
( 
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rise-1 - nl; 
slrr-j - n2: 
rlte-kl - nrl; 
rlre-k2 - npl; 
tl - 1c1: 
t z  oc1: 
1 / *  end .IS8 * /  
for (1 - 0; 1 c rim-1: 
I 
prlnrf 1. from node bd\nm, 11; 
for I 3  - 0; 3 c rlze-3; I++) 
I 
printf (- to node td\n., 3 ) ;  
prlnt: I. lnput coefflclentr:\n-) ; 
lor (k - 0; k < slre-kl;-k*+) 
I 
prlntf (= t7.4f-, tilii [jitki); 
PUtChJr ('\n'); 
If ( ( c * * t O  -51 
I / *  end for k * /  
12 [! (S t611  
putchar l'\n*l: 
print2 I- output coofflciencr:\n-); 
for (k - 0; k < 81:e-kZ: k++) 
I 
printf (- b?Al., tziii [11 [ r i ) ;  
ir 1(c++rc)--5) 
putchar ('\ne); 
I /* and for k * /  
ir  to) 
purchar('\nO); 
I /* end lor 1 * /  
1 /* end for 1 
I / *  end print-urlghtr */ 
/ *  compute output of fllter ln rasponre to input x * /  /. lnilntaln lnpur value and output value arrayr uhlch contaln */ 
/ *  rerpestlvely h k o r l e r  of input; and outputr * /  
/ *  starrlng ulth the aort recent. */ 
/*  compute and accumulate gradlent descent veetorr d-input-coefflclentr * /  
/ *  and d_output_coeffiCientr for the coefflclent arrays * /  
/* the lnput parameter l a  the anuunt of error to be fad &ck */ 
vo id  gradlent (d_lnput-coefflclenr, Input-value, 
d~output~coefficient, output-value, Numferor, NumPoler, dyl 
float *d_lnput_coefflclent, *lnput-value, 
.d_output-corfficlrnt, 'OUtpUt-VJlU*, ey: 
lnt Numfrros, NmPoles: 
t 
int 1; 
for ( I  - 0; i c Nmferor; i + + i  
for (1 - 0: 1 < NumPoler; it+) d~lnput~coefflclent 111 +- (dy*lnpuc-value I1 I )  ; 
d-output-coefflelenc [ll +- 
tdy.output_value[l*l]); 
I / *  end gradlent * /  
/ *  correct coefflclent vwxorr f r m  the * /  
/ *  dercent vectorr ./ 
vo id  apply-correction IInputCoefflclent, D-InputCoeffleient, 
OutputC~fflcient, D-Outputco~fflcirnt, m-I, m o ,  rromNode, Totiode, 
Numferor, NunPoleal 
float ***InputCoefflclent, ***D_InputCoefflclent, 
*..curpuccoerfieient, ***D_OutputCorfflclent, -**~- i ,  ***n-o; 
int Frosliodr, ToNode, NumZeros, Nudoler; 
I 
lnt 1; 
for (1 - 0; 1 < NumZeml; l + + l  
1 
InputCoefflclent IFromNodeI [ToNodel i l l  +- 
m-i [rro.Wodel [ToNodeI [ i ]  - ~ ~ f n p u t C o ~ f f l c l ~ n t [ ~ r o ~ o b e I  [ToNodel(11; 
D~InpucCoefflclent[~roa~od~I[ToNodellll - 0.0: 
(alpha. (eprllon*~_Inpurcoeffici.nc irmswodrl [ToNodel [l I*d@ltJ*~-i 
[ F r ~ o d e l  [ToNodel [l])); 
) / *  end for 1 * /  
for (1 - 0: 1 c Wumloler; 1-1 
I 
OutputCoefflclent IrtocaNod.1 ItoNodel Ill +- 
( a ~ p h r * ( e p r i l o n ~ D ~ O u t p u r C w f f i c l e n t  [rrmNode] [ToNodel Ill*deltJ*m- 
o[rroeYodel [ToNodrl I111 I ;  
I / *  and t o r  1 * /  
~ ~ o [ ~ r o ~ o d e ] [ T o N o d ~ l I l I  - D~OutputCoefflclen~(Froanode)[ToNoOeIIlI; 
D ~ O u t p u ~ C o e ~ i l c l e n t ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ d e I  [ToNodel fll - 0.0; 
27 
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void t r o p r g r t r t o n r r d  ($awl*, lor, hlgh, WrtInputl 
l n t  l u p l r :  
I 
f l o a t  IOU, hlgh, **N.tInpUt; 
Inc  1, In, Hld, out: 
l l o r t  t; 
l lor t  **lpcr, ***optr: 
I* c lear  t h e  h ldd rn  l a y e r  and o u t p u t  nruron8 ./ 
ror ( n u  - 0;  n l d  n i ;  nid*+i 
nvO[niol - 0.0;  
lor (Out - 0; out n2; Out*+) 
nv l  [Out ]  - 0.0; 
/ *  p r o p r p r r r  l npu t  t o  hidden l o r  i n p u t  rrmplr .talpplr= * /  
l o r  ( I n  - 0; I n  < no; In++) 
1 
28 
lor (1 - nrO-I: 1 0: 1-1 
1vOIInl [Ol - S r t I n p u t [ I n ]  [Samplel*frrnd (lou,hlph); 
f o r  (Hid - 0; Hid < n l ;  Hid*+) 
I 
lvO[Inl  l l l  - lvO[Inl  [ t t l ;  
t - 0.0; 
l o r  (1 - 0; 1 nrO; l++) 
lor (1 - npO; 1 > 0; 1-4 
nvO [Hid 1 *-t ; 
ovO[Inl [Hid] [Ol - t; 
t*-( lvOlInl  ~ l ~ * l c O ~ I n l  [Hld  [l]): 
t*-(ocOIfnl ~Hldl~l-ll’~ovO~InlIHldl ~ l l - o v O ~ I n l I Y l d l l l - l l ~  
8 ;  
I / *  end for Hid */ 
I / *  end l o r  I n  * /  
f o r  (Hid - 0: Hid n l ;  Hld++l 
I f  1 HldFl l r  !- NULL) 
nvO [Hldl - r lg~nold(nvO[Hld]) ;  
[lor (Hid 0: Hld < r.1: Hid++) 
f p r l n t f  (H ldF l l r ,  t8.41)t9, nvO[Hld)); 
lprlntf  ( U d T l l r ,  * \n=) ;  
I 
/ *  p r o p r g r r e  h ldd rn  t o  ou tpu t  * /  
f o r  (Hld - 0; Hld n l ;  Hid**) 
I 
f o r  (1 - nxl-1; 1 > 0: 1--1 
l v l [Hid l [Ol  - nvOlHldl; 
for ( O u t  - 0; O u t  nZ: Out++) 
t 
i v l [ H l d l [ i l  - lVl[Hldl[1-11: 
t 0; 
for (1 - 0; 1 < n r l ;  !**I 
l o r  (1 - npl: 1 > 0; 1-1 
nvl  [Out I *-t; 
ov l [Hld l IOu t1 [0 ]  - e :  
t*-(lc! IHldl [ C u t ]  I l l * l v l [ H l d l  [ I ) ) ;  
t*-(OCl[Hldl [out1 11-11. (ovl[Hldl lout1 ~ l l ~ V l [ H l d ]  [ O u t ]  [l- 
1111;  
/ *  r n d  l o r  Out *I  
I / *  rne l o r  Hld * /  
/ *  compute r l g m l d  l o r  ou tpu t  layar neuron8 * /  
lor (Our - 0: out e n2: Out**) 
n v l ( 0 u t I  - r l p n o l d f n v l [ O u c l ) ;  
/ *  m l n r r l n  t h e  l r r t  n r l  i n p u t s  Jnd o u c p u c ~  f o r  lnpuc Illtrrs * /  
l p t r  - l hO[nr l - l l ;  
opc r  ohO(nr1-I]; 
l o r  (1 - n t l -1 ;  1 > 0: 1-) 
I 
I / *  end l o r  i * I  
l h 0 [ 0 )  - l p t r ;  
oh0[01 - optr; 
l o r  ( I n  0; I n  < no; In*+] 
I 
IhOIil - i hO[ l - l l ;  
oh0111 - ohO[l- l l ;  
fo r  (1 - 0: 1 < ntO; l**) 
for (Hld - 0; Hld < n l ;  Hld**l lhO[Ol [ I n ]  I l l  - l v O [ I n l ~ l l ;  
lor  (1 - 0: 1 <- npO: I+*) 
ohO[O] [ I n ]  (Hidl [ l I  OvO[Inl [Hidl [ l l ;  
I I *  and l o r  I n  * /  
) / *  end P r o p r p r t e F o n a r d  ./ 
vo id  CompurrLrror (Sample, dymx.  *rum1 
l n t  Srmplr: 
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tl0.t 'dyTUX, *eSmPI; 
.I 
l n t  Out: 
f o r  (Ou t  - 0: Out e n2: Out**l S t J t l C  f l o a t  dyJbS; 
t 
OutLrror[Outl  - T~StWJV~Out[OutI [ S ~ m p l e l  - n v l [ o u t ) ;  
* e s m  *- ( d y a b s - i ~ b s  (OutLrror [Out])  ) : 
I f  (dyabs ? * d m x )  
.dyu.&x - dyJbl: 
1 I *  end Out */ 
1 I *  end CoaputeLrror */ 
wold ?rOpapatelJCkUJtd (Sample, dyux ,  esMl 
l n t  Sample: 
f l oa t  *dynrx, *arm: 
I 
l n c  1, In, Hld, O u t ;  
atatlC f loat  dyabr: 
/ *  flrst  Compute.the error a t  t h e  output  1 J y e r  * I  
f o r  (Out - 0; Out < n2: Out**) 
( 
OutPrror[Outl  - 
*.sum *- 
l f  (dyJbS > * d w X l  
wJVdUC[OUC1 [Sample1 - nv l I0u t l  ; 
(dyJbr-fJbS (Ourtrror[Out I I I : 
*dyaux - dyrbs; 
O u t L r r o r [ O u t ~ ~ ~ ~ s l ~ l d ~ n v l l O u ~ l l :  - 
1 / *  end f o r  Out */ 
/*  now tcmpute re lght  cNnge f o r  neurons In  t h e  hldden t o  o u t p u t  1Jy.r 
f o r  (out - 0; Out e n2; Out**l and u k e  t h e  c o r r e c t l o n r * /  
for  (Hld - 0; Hld < nl: Hid*+) 
QrJdlWIt t d l c l  [Wid) [Out  I ,  l v l  [Hldl ,  
dOCl[Hldl (Out\ ,  OVl(H1dl lOUtI, 
n t l ,  npl, o u t f r r o r [ ~ t l l :  
f o r  (Out - 0: Out e n2: Out**l 
for  (Hld - 0: Hid < nl: Hld*+l 
apply-cor rec t lon  Ucl. 
d l c l .  ocl ,  
docl ,S lCl ,  mocl, Hid, Out, n r l ,  
np l l ;  
f o r  (1 - 0; 1 nrl: l+*) 
t 
f o r  (Hld 0: Hld < nl: Hid++) 
f 
HldLrrortHldl - 0.0; 
f o r  (Ou t  - 0; o u t  < n2; Out+*i  
HldtrrorIHldl*d~slpnofd~lvl[Hld~[l~l; 
f o r  ( In  - 0; I n  e no; In+*) HldtrrotIHldl+-(lcltHldl ~Out1I:lI*OutLrror[Outll: 
g r a d i e n t  (d lcO[In l [Hld l ,  lhO[ lJ  [ I n ] ,  
docO[InI[Hldl,  o h O [ l l [ I n l [ H l d l ,  
nrO, npO, HldError(Hldl1: 
I / *  end for Hld * I  
I / *  end f o r  1 * /  
for ( I n  - 0: I n  e no: In++)  
f o r  (Hid 0: Hid < nl ;  Hld*+l 
a p p l y - c o r r e a  lon (1 c0, 
d l C O I O C O ,  
docO.mlc0, mc0, In ,  Hid, 
nrO, npO1: 
1 /* end PIOpJQlt.8lCkUJrd */ 
void l e a r n  0 
( 
l n c  Out, 1, 1, n - 50, TestNetuork - SO, TestPr rNetuork  - 10,  
f l o a t  dymax, esm, TestMax, Testfw, hlgh  0.0, lw - 0.0; 
tILt * t r r o r F l l e ,  *Testtile, *Oulkfer~Pll~: 
s t r l n g  wtsrlle; 
p r i n t f  [- ~ l l e n r s p e  t o  s f o r e  quick  t e s t  parforarrnce rerultm -); 
1 i  ( r t r l e n ( g 8 t s  ( s t r l l  i 
O u i k T e s t t l l e  - f o p a n ( r t r 1 ,  %'I; 
81. 
OulkTesc t l le  - NULL; 
. p r l n t i  
lf ( s t r l e n  ( q e t s  ( r t r l l  I 
Testtlle - f o p n ( r t r 1 ,  -urn): 
else 
p r l n t f  ( -  t l l e  t o  s t o r e  e r r o r  func t ion> -1 ;  
SJVeWtS 50; 
Fllen.lae t o  s t o r e  d e t a l l e d  t e s t  p m r f c r m n u  r e a u l t m  -1; 
T r S t r l l e  NULL: 
30 
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p1. of 
- 
4 f  $ 6 . 2 0  o r  cq> t o  q u l t  v ,  
I *  p r i n t f  1- IJVO c o e f f l c l e n t r  t o  f i l e >  . I ;  
n,  a l p h a ,  d e l t a ) ;  
I / *  ond whlle */ 
I f  ( r r r l a n ( q a r r  t r t r l )  I I 
I f  ( f r r o r r l l e  ! -  NULL) 
I f  I T e r r r l l e  !- NULL1 
r a v e - c o e f f i c l e n t r  ( r c r l l ;  * /  
f e l o a e  ( t r r o r F l l e l ;  
fclore ( f e r t r l l e l ;  
5,253,329 
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vold Proponly 0 
I 
lnt 1, j, t-0, R - 90; 
f loat  ux-error-valua, ma-error-valua, d; 
f loat  hlgh - 0.0, low = 0.0; 
FILE *RrroltaFlla, *arror-racord-flle; 
36 
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p r l n t f  (= p e r i o d s  t o  p r o p r q r t e  Inpulse> -1; 
n - a t 0 1  I g e t r ( r t r 1 ) ) ;  
f p r l n t f  (I, i impulse responre \n=) :  
f o r  (1 .I 0; 1 < n; it+) 
t 
f p r l n t f  (I, t l 0 . 2 f \ n m ,  result-new-output (0.01 1; 
F f l R I J l [  (FTISiZe/2) til - result; 
I 
1 
Ire. (rrtIuglnrry) ; 
fclose (I);  
p r l n t f  (- opclona -1; 
) * /  
vold UlnHenu  0 
- 1  
p r l n t f  (m\MLNU') ; 
p r l n t f  (.\nlerm fron t r r l n l n g  file <L>=); 
p r l n c f  ( ' \nproprgrce from f l l e  <pD) ; 
/*  p r l n t f  ( ' \ n s p e c t r a l ~ l a p u l r e  r e s p o n s e < l > ~ l ;  e/ 
p r t n c f  ('\ndo nothlng - qult<q>'): 
p r l n t f  ( ' \nacr lon? v ) ;  
I 
mln 0 
I 
What is claimed is: 
1. A processing element (i) for use in a space-time 
neural network for processing both spacial and tem- 
poral data, wherein the neural network comprises a 
plurality of layers of said processing elements, the plu- 
rality of layers comprising a first layer and at least one 
additional layer, the network further comprising con- 
nections between processing elements of the first layer 
and processing elements of an additional layer: each 
said processing element adapted to receive a sequence 
of signal inputs X(n), X(n - I), X(n -2j . . . , each input 
X(n) comprising K signal components xl(n), xz(n), . . . 
65 xkn), . . . xdn), each said processing element compris- 
ing, in combination: 
(a) a plurality K of adaptable filters (Fl;, Fz;, . . . Fj;, 
. . . Fki) each filter F,; having an input for receiving 
39 
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a respective component xkn), xkn- I), x,(n-2), . . 
. , of said sequence of inputs, where xXn) is the most 
current input component, and providing a filter 
output yhn) in response to the input xhn) which is 
and bkjof each filter Fjiin dependence upon the junction 
output p,(S,(n)). 
given by: 5 
Ykn)=XcbnjYk"-m), bkJAn-k)). 
where ami and bkj are coefficients of the filter Fji and f 
(b) a junction, coupled to each of said adaptive filters, 
providing a non-linear output p,(S,(n)) in response 
to the filter outputs yxn) which is given by: 
pXSXn))=h,W 15 
whereby said junction presents a sequence of out- 
put signals, PXSXn)), p,tSXn- l)), pXSXn-2)). 
2. The processing element defined in claim 1, wherein 
said non-linear output provided by said junction is the 
sum S,(n) of the filter outputs modified by a non-linear 
transformation p,{S,{n)) to the sum S,{n), where S,{n) is 
given by: 
denotes the operation of the filter; 10 
where Sdn) is the sum of the filter outputs, 
20 
25 
3. The processing element defined in claim 2, wherein 
the non-linear transformation is a sigmoid transfer func- 
tion given by: 
30 
p,(S,(n))= 1/(1 +e-S,(n)). 
4. The processing element defined in claim 1, wherein 
5. The processing element defined in claim 4, wherein 35 
said filters are non-linear filters. 
said non-linear filters are exponential auto-regressive 
filters. 
6. The processing element defined in claim 1, wherein 
the coefficients amj and bkj of each filter Fji are adjust- 
able. 40 
7. The processing element defined in claim 1, wherein 
said adaptable filters are digital filters. 
8. The processing element defined in claim 7, wherein 
said filters are linear filters. 
9. The processing element defined in claim 8, wherein 45 
said filters are recursive, infinite impulse response filters 
and wherein the response of each filter is given by: 
M 
m = l  
yAn) = I amjvAn - m). 50 
10. The processing element defined in claim 8, 
wherein said filters are nonrecursive finite impulse re- 
sponse filters and wherein the response of each filter is 
given by: 55 
60 
11. The processing element defined in claim 8, 
wherein the response of each filter is given by: 
12. The processing element defined in claim 11, fur- 
ther comprising means for adjusting the coefficients a, 
65 
13. The processing element defined in claim 12, 
wherein said adjusting means includes means for deter- 
mining an error in the output p,(S,(n)) between the ac- 
tual and desired response of the processing clement (i) 
and adjusting the filter coefficients amj and bkj of each 
filter Fji in dependence upon said error. 
14. The processing element defined in claim 13, 
wherein the non-linear transformation is a sigmoid 
transfer function with output pXSXn)) given by: 
PAS&))= l/(l+e-S,tN. 
15. The processing element defined in claim 14, 
wherein said error A,(n) is given by: 
A,(n)=(DXn)-AXn)) p'(sXn)) 
where: 
D,(n) is the nth desired response from a given se- 
quence for neuron i at the output layer 
A,(n) is the network's output response i for the nth 
input sequence pattern 
p'(S,(n)) is the first derivative of p,(S,(n)), the non-lin- 
ear transfer function for the ith output's activation 
value or in the case of said sigmoid non - 1' inear 
transfer function, p'(S,(n)) is given by: 
p'(SXn))=pXSXn)X1 -pXSkn))). 
16. The processing element defined in claim 15, 
wherein said filter coefficient bok is adjusted in accor- 
dance with the formula: 
Abyk=a[qAbijkO/d+(l -r))AXn) xj (n-k)] 
where: 
Ab$ is the update for a zero coefficient, bijk, lying 
a is the learning rate of the neural network 
Abijkqld is the most recent update for the kth zero 
1) damps the most recent update 
Xkn - k) is the output of the jth neuron in the hidden 
17. The processing element defined in claim 15, 
wherein said filter coefficient auk is adjusted in accor- 
dance with the formula: 
between processing elements i and j 
element between processing elements i and j 
layer. 
A ~ i j l , = a [ q A ~ i j k " / ~ +  1 -r))AXn) ydn -k)] 
where: 
Aagk is the update for a pole coefficient, auk, lying 
a is the learning rate of the neural network 
Aaijko'd is the most recent update for the kth pole 
coefficient between processing elements i and j 
1) damps the most recent update 
ydn- k) is the activation value for the filterelements 
18. The processing element defined in claim 15, 
wherein said filter coefficients auk and b$ are adjusted 
in accordance with the formula: 
between processing elements i and j 
between neurons i and j, k time steps ago. 
Abqk=a[qAb$o/d+( 1 -q)AXn) xj (n- k)] 
A ~ i j k = a [ q A o i j l ; ~ / ~ + (  1 -q)A,(n)  yij ( n  - k)] 
where: 
41 
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Aagk is the update for a pole coefficient agk lying 
. Abgk is the update for a zero coefficient bgk lying 
a is the learning rate of the neural network 
Abgkold is the most recent update for the kth zero 
q damps the most recent update 
Aaijk0ld is the most recent update for the kth pole 
x,(n-k) is the output of the jth neuron k time steps 
ydn-k) is the activation value for the filter element 
19. A neural network for processing both spacial and 
temporal data, wherein said neural network comprises a 
plurality of layers of processing elements, the plurality 
of layers comprising a first layer and a second layer, the 
network further comprising connections between pro- 
cessing elements of the first layer and processing ele- 
ments of the second layer; said first layer of said net- 
work adapted to receive a sequence of signal inputs 
X(n), X(n - I), X(n - 2) . . . , each input X(n) comprising 
N signal components xl(n), xz(n), . . . x,(n), . . . x&), 
said first layer of said network comprising, in combina- 
tion: 
(a) a plurality L of first processing elements, each first 
processing element (i) comprising a plurality N of 
adaptable filters pi;, F2;, . . . Fji, . . . FN;), each 
filter Fj; having an input for receiving a respective 
component xkn), xxn-l), x,(n-2), . . . , of said 
sequence of inputs, where xdn) is the current input 
component, and providing a filter output yXn) in 
response to an input xdn) which is given by: 
Yhn)=A%phn--mX bklxl(n -MI, 
between processing elements i and j 
between processing elements i and j 
element between processing elements i and j 
element between processing elements i and j 
ago 
between neurons i and j, k time steps ago. 
where amj and bkj are coefficients of the filter Fj; and f 
denotes the action of the filter; 
each first processing element (i) further comprising a 
first junction, coupled to each of said adaptive 
filters, providing a non-linear output p,{Sl{n)) in 
response to the filter outputs ydn) which is given 
by: 
pXSXn)) =&hn)), 
where SXn) is the sum of the filter outputs, 
each first junction presenting a sequence of first out- 
put signals, PXSdn)), pdn-l)), pXSXn-2)), . . . . 
20. The neural network defined in claim 19, wherein 
a plurality of M of second processing elements (k) 
each coupled to a plurality of said first junctions, 
each second processing element comprising a plu- 
rality 0 of adaptable filters (Flk, Fzk, . . . Fhk, . . . 
FOk), each connected to one of said first junctions, 
each filter F h k  having an input for receiving a re- 
spective first junction output signal Sdn), Sdn- I), 
Sk(n-2), . . . , of said sequence of first junction 
output signals, where Sk(n) is the most current 
output signal, and providing a filter output, yh(n), 
in response to an input Sdn) which is given by: 
yXn) =ACqk YAn - Ob drwk(Skin - r h  
said second layer comprises: 
where Cgk and drk are coefficients of the filter F h k  and f 
denotes the action of the filter; 
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each second processing element (k) further compris- 
ing a second junction, coupled to each of said sec- 
ond adaptive filters of the respective second pro- 
cessing element and providing a non-linear output 
PAS&)) in response to the filter outputs yh(n) 
which is given by: 
pg(Sg(n)) =&An)). 
where Sdn) is the sum of said second filter outputs, 
each second junction presenting a sequence of second 
output signals PAS&)), PAS&- l), pB(SB(n-2)), . 
21. The network defined in claim 20, wherein said 
non-linear outputs provided by said junctions are a sum 
Sdn) of the fiter outputs modified by an arbitrary non- 
linear transformation pg(Sg(n)) to the sum s&), where 
S&) is given by: 
... 
S&) = PyAn) .  
h 
22. The network defined in claim 21, wherein the 
non-linear transformation is a sigmoid transfer function 
given by: 
pXSdn))= 1/(1 +e-SAn)). 
23. The network defined in claim 20, wherein said 
filters are non-linear filters. 
24. The network defined in claim 23, wherein said 
non-linear filters are exponential auto-regressive filters. 
25. The network defmed in claim 20, wherein said 
adaptable filters are digital filters. 
26. The network defined in claim 25, wherein said 
filters are linear filters. 
27. The network defined in claim 26, wherein said 
filters are recursive, infinite impulse response filters and 
wherein the response of each filter is given by: 
M 
m=l yhn) = L c,,,y&n - m). 
28. The network defined in claim 26, wherein said 
filters are non-recursive finite impulse response filters 
and wherein the response of each filter is given by: 
29. The network defined in claim 26, wherein the 
response of each filter is given by: 
30. The network defined in claim 29, wherein the 
coefficients Cmj and dkj of each filter Fji are adjustable. 
31. The network defined in claim 29, further compris- 
ing means for adjusting the coefficients Cmj and dkj of 
each filter Fj; in dependence upon the plurality N of 
junction outputs PAS&)). 
32. The network defined in claim 31, wherein said 
adjusting means includes means for determining and 
error in said outputs PAS&)) between the actual and 
desired response of the network and adjusting the filter 
coefficients cmj and dkj of each filter Fj; in dependence 
upon said error. 
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33. The network defined in claim 32, wherein the 
non-linear transformation is a sigmoid transfer function 
given by: processing element i 
Acijk is the update for the kth pole coefficient cgk 
lying between first processing element j and second 
Adijk is the update for the kth pole coefficient dijk 
lying between first processing element j and second PAS&))= I/(] +e-SP(n)). 5 
processing element i 34. The network defined in claim 33, wherein said a is the learning rate of the neural network 
Adiipld is the most recent uvciate for the kth zero error is given by: 
+=(D&)-4b))  p'(SAn)) &ment between first pr&ing element j and 
lo second processing element i 
where: q damps the most recent update 
ACgko'd is the most recent update for the kth zero 
element between first processing element j and 
second processing element i 
xkn-k) is the output of the jth first processing ele- 
ment k time steps in the past 
ydn-k) is the activation value for the filter element 
between first processing element j and second pro- 
cessing element i, k time steps in the past. 
38. The network defined in claim 34, wherein the kth 
pole coefficient for said filter between network input 
element j and first processing element i, a+ is adjusted 
in accordance with the 
D&) is the nth desired response from a given se- 
quence for neuron g at the output layer 
A&) is the network's output response at neuron g for 15 
the nth input sequence pattern 
p'(SB(n)) is the first derivative of the non-linear trans- 
fer function for the gth output's activation value or 
in the case of said sigmoid non-linear transfer func- 
tion, p'(SB(n)) is given by 
p'(Skn))=dS&)) (1 -pP&N. 
20 
35. The network defined in claim 34, wherein the kth 
zero coefficient dgkof the filter between first processing 25 
accordance with the formula: 
element j and second processing element i is adjusted in Aaijk = a[qAr7ijk01d+ (1 - q)fadn - k)] 
where 
Aagk is the update for the kth pole coefficient, auk, 
lying between network input element j and first 
processing element i 
Adijk=a[qAdijkO1d+(l -q) Ai& - k)] 
30 where: 
hdvk is the update for a zero coefficient, dgk, lying 
between first processing element j and second pro- 
cessing element i 
a is the learning rate Of the 
Aagko'd is the most recent update for the kth pole 
coefficient between network input element j and 
ei is the backpropagated network error at the ith first 
7 damps the most recent update 
Ydn- k) is the activation value for the filter ekment 
between network input element j and first process- 
ing element i, k time steps in the past. 
39. The network defined in claim 34 wherein said 
filter coefficients agk and bijk are adjusted in accordance 
network 
a is the learning rate of the neural network 
AdgkoId is the most recent update for the kth zero 
coefficient between first processing element j and 
second processing element i 
q damps the most recent update 
xkn-k) is the output of the jth first processing ele- 4o 
ment k time steps in the past. 
36. The network defined in claim 34, wherein the kth 
pole coefficient for said filter between first processing 
element j and second processing element i, CJk, is ad- 
justed in accordance with the formula: 
35 first processing element i 
processing element 
45 with the formulae: 
AbVk = ~t[qAb&~+ (1- q)qxkn - k)] 
A o Q ~ = c ~ [ ~ A u Q ~ ~ ~ ~ + (  1 -q)fp$n- k)] 
A~ijk= a[vAcijkOld+ (1- q) Aiy$n - k)] 
where 
Acgk is the update for the kth pole coefficient, CJk, where: 
lying between first processing element j and second 50 
processing element i 
Aaijkis the update for the kth pole coefficient agklyhg 
between network input element j and first process- 
ing element i 
Abgk is the update for the kth zero coefficient bgk 
lying between network input element j and first 
eiis the backpropagated network error at the ith first 
a is the l e e g  rate of the neural network 
Abijkold is the most recent update for the kth zero 
element between network input element j and first 
processing element i 
a is the learning rate of the neural network 
Acgk0ld is the most recent update for the kth pole 
coefficient between first processing element j and 
second processing element i 55 processing element i 
q damps the most recent update 
ydn-k) is the activation value for the filter element 
between first processing element j and second pro- 
cessing element i, k time steps in the past. 
37. The network defined in claim 34 wherein said 
filter coefficients cgk and dgk are adjusted in accordance 
with the formulae: 
processing element 
a 
7 damps the most recent update 
Aagkold is the most recent update for the kth pole 
coefficient of the filter between network input 
element j and first processing element i 
xkn-k) is the jth network input k time steps in the 
Ad+ = a[qAd,p0ld+ (1  - q) AkAn - k)] 
A C ~ ~ = U [ T A C ~ ~ ~ ~ + ( ~  -7) ~ ~ $ n - k ) ]  
65 
where: past 
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ydn-k) is the activation value for the filter element 
between network input element j and first process- 
ing element i, k time steps in the past. 
40. The network defined in claim 34, wherein the kth 
zero coefficient bgk of the filter between network input 5 
element j and first processing element i is adjusted in 
42. The network defined in claim 38, wherein said 
means for backward propagation of error is described 
by the formula: 
T U accordance with the formula: tin) = p',(Sin)) I: I: djikA,(n + k) -k & CjikYdfl - 
[ j  k=O J k=l 
Abyk=a[~~Abijkol~+(1 -q)ep,(n-k)] 
10 where 
where: 
AbUk is the update for a zero coefficient, bok, lying 
between network input element j and first process- 
ing element i 
Ciis the backpropagated network error at the ith first IS 
processing element 
a is the learning rate of the neural network 
bbUpld is the most recent update for the kth zero 
coefficient between network input element j and 
first processing element i 20 
17 damps the most recent update 
x,(n-k) is the jth network input k time steps in the 
41. The network described in claim 33, further com- 
prising a means for propagating the error Adn) mea- 25 
sured at the outputs of the gth second processing ele- 
ment backward through the intervening filter connec- 
tions between first and second processing elements 
thereby to provide a means for adjusting the coeffici- 
ents of the filters which connect the inputs of the net- 30 
work to the first processing elements. 
past. 
rkn) is the result of backward propagation of network 
error from the outputs of all second processing 
element through the filters between first processing 
element i and the plurality N of second processing 
elements 
cjik is the kth pole coefficient of the filter between first 
processing element i and second processing ele- 
ment j 
dijk is the kth zero coefficient of the filter between 
first processing element i and second processing 
element j 
T and U are respectively the non-recursive and recur- 
sive orders of the filter through which back-propa- 
gation occurs 
A,(n + k) is the error computed at the output of the jth 
second processing element k time steps in the fu- 
ture 
ydn-k) is the output from k time steps in the past of 
the filter operating on the inverted sequence of 
network errors. * * * * *  
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